Sydney Harburr Bridge

Designed by P. McDermott, made by B. Young and P. McDermott, purchased from Mr. Puzzle Australia in 2007, level 6.
(wood, 10 pieces, 3.25 by 6.25 by 2.5 inches)

Here are the directions and solution that were sold with the puzzle:

1. Starting with I, place A (routed end up) in middle of left checkout.
2. Place C on right of A in the left checkout.
3. Place F in right checkout moving to right end of the checkout in I.
4. Turning D upside down to C, place D on left of F.
5. Place H on top of I 10mm to right of I.
6. Slide D up, then slide HD & F left 10mm.
7. Place B (turning piece around 180°) in left checkout then slide right into C.
8. Place E (turning piece around 180°) in right checkout then slide left into D.
9. Slide H right 10mm, move C up, move D down, then H right 10mm more.
10. Place G in left checkout then slide G away from you 10mm.
11. Turning J upside down, place J up in right checkout then slide forward 10mm.
12. Slide H left 10mm, move C down, move D up, then H left 10mm.
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